Executive & Investment Committee - 23 January 2020
Attendees:
EIC: Jane Halton, Joachim Klein
Apologies: David Reddy, Cherry Kang
CEPI Secretariat: Richard Hatchett, Dick Wilder, Melanie Saville, Joe Simmonds-Issler (minutes)
The committee held a short call to discuss the evolving situation and CEPI’s activities in response to the
outbreak of 2019-nCoV. In advance of the meeting, the committee held discussions and made decisions
through a paper process by email as follows:
•
17 January: Richard Hatchett informed the EIC of planned MUSD5 investments to support early
vaccine development work (within CEO delegation) following Scientific Advisory Committee
recommendations
•
19 January: Richard shared the latest and more concerning epidemiology with the EIC and reconfirmed CEPI would proceed with MUSD5 investments
•
20 January: Board and IC notified of MUSD 5 investments. A number of supportive replies received
•
21 January: request to the EIC to endorse CEPI entering negotiations to support the 4 identified
projects through phase 1, requesting up to MUSD25. This followed continued concerning
developments of the outbreak
•
21 and 22 January: endorsement received by the EIC
•
23 January: EIC call, investment formally ratified
•
23 January: First three contracts signed and announced
•
Throughout: close communication between the Chair and CEO on progress and process
Key points raised during the EIC call:
•

•
•

•

•
•

Joachim provided an update from an Investors Council call on the morning of 23 January, to
discuss the situation and actions CEPI is taking. He characterised the meeting as positive and
supportive of CEPI’s activities
Richard praised the CEPI team for turning around agreements within 48 hours with equitable
access provisions included.
Richard indicated that in any scenario where vaccine candidates needed to be supported through
later stage development, the cost would be significant. This is based on the experience of Sanofi
and Zika, and Richard’s experience on Zika when Acting Director of BARDA
Other considerations will be critical if the outbreak and vaccine development efforts progress,
including regulatory issues, manufacturing, and resource mobilisation. Richard noted that
indicatively, any major decision on continuation of projects beyond Phase1 might need to be taken
in the March/April timeframe.
CEPI has sufficient cashflow for the MUSD25 investments without immediate impact, but will
need to replenish these funds otherwise there will be a need to prioritise future activities
CEPI needs to work with current and potential investors to raise more funds.

Resolutions
•
Endorsement by the EIC to the Secretariat for up MUSD25 to support projects through Phase 1.
•
Secretariat asked to develop structured overview of costs and scenarios for investor engagement
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